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AS AilIILETES SUCII AS Michael Vich Kobe Bry-
ant, and the whole New Orleans Sains defense have
leamed the hard way, even when you're the best, it
helps to be friendly. Big surround sound systems aren't
friendly to your d6cor or your pocketbook. Fortunately,
in the last 2 years, we've seen major speaker com-
panies put serious effon into designing compact 5.1
slrstenB that deliver no-compromise performance. The
Mini Theatre line from Bowers SWilkins is the latest to
make its way through my listening room.

The Mini Theatre line includes two systems, both
of which employ five tiny Mt satellite speakers. The
difference is in the subs: The $1,750 lvfT-sO includes the
rather ordinary ASW608 8-inch subwoofer, while the
$2,590 MT-60D includes the snazzier FVID, wtrich has
two 8-inch drivers in a ball-shaped enclosure.

You can mount the satellites on a wall, place them
on a stand or table, or use the stands BBW designed
for them ($150 each). To keep the look clean, B8W
hid the MI's tiny, spring-loaded speaker cable binding
posts inside the base. Mount 'em carefully and you may
not see any wires at all.

The MI's cast-aluminum cabinet houses two
extraordinary drivers. The f -inch tweeter uses the
same Nautilus technology found in B8W's flagship
800 Series speakers. Instead of simply sealing the
back of the tweeter, B8W uses what's essentially a
tiny uansmission-line enclosure. (A transmission line
completely absorbs the back wave of a speaker driver
so that it cannot interfere with the sound coming from
the front of the driver.)

The 4-inch midrangey'woofer is just as interesting.
Most good midwoofs use a metal phase plug, which
fills the space in the speaker's voice coil to prevent
resonances from developing. In the Ml's midwool the
"anti-resonance plug" is made from sound-absorbing
polymer foam. Instead of reflecting sound forward, as a
metal plug does, this one absorbs it.

However, the Ml seems ordinary compared with
the PVID. The PVID is an update of BGW's original
PVl, launched back in 2004. The core concept: Use
a super-stiff, semi-spherical cast-aluminum enclosure;
mount 8-inch woofers on opposite sides so that they
cancel each other's vibration; and power them with a
400-wan ICEPower Class D amp. To the PVID, B8W
added digital signal processing along with a front dis-
play screen and menu system. You get four room
EQ presets: One is flat, one has a substantial bass
boost, and the other two are said to fall in between.

SETUP
I decided to place the Ml satellites on speaker stands
close to the walls of my listening room, which would
give an acoustical efect similar to wall-mounting. I at-
tached the left, right, and surround speakers venically
to the included bases, and sviveled the center speaker
so that it would sit horizontally. The BUW logo on the
front tums, so it's upright no matter which way you
orient the speaker.
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+ (2) 8-inwoofers;400-watt Class D anplifier;
four preset room EQ modes; stereo RCA line
input, speaker-level inputs (on block connec-
tor); 3.5mm on/off trigger input, 3.5mm mode
switch trigger input; available in dark gray or
white;13.5 x 10.6 x 14.1 in;41 lb

Even with my big fingers, using the concealed
binding posts w;ls easy - just pull offa rubber cover
on the boftom of the speaker's base, slip the wires
through their holes, and snap them into the spring-
loaded posts.

I fed the PVID signals from the subwoofer output
of my Denon receiver, letting the receiver handle the
subwoofer crossover duties for me. After some experi-
menring with action movies, I settled on a crossover
point of 12OHz. This made cenain male voices sound
slightly bloated because more of their sound was com-
ing from the sub. However, the 100-Hz and 110-Hz
crossover points didn't sound as good because they
made the Mls distort a little more. Of the tVlD's dif-
ferent room EQ modes, EQl - the flat one - worked
the best for my taste.

PERFORMANEE
After breaking the BGW MT-60D system in with
pink noise for several hours, I reached for a classic
LP: Tlio Music by Chick Corea, Miroslav Vitous,
and Roy Haynes. ?lio Music was recorded for ECM,
a label famous for is spacious, ethereal production.
My favorite track, "Trio Improvisation 4," sounded
absolutely colossal and hugely reverberant through
the MT-6oD system, more like what I'd expect to
hear from big electrostatic speakers. Roy Haynes's
drums in particular sounded as if they were
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echoing off comers 25 feet above my head.
The secret has to be mostly in that Nautilus

tweeter, 'cause it's the high frequencies that shone
brightest. My all-time-favorite testing track, Holly
Cole's "Train Song" (from Temptation), gave an even
better sense of the tweeter's awesomeness. Not
only could I hear every detail in the track's swoop-
ing, swirling percussion instruments, but I could get
a sense of how far away each one was from me. (l

know they probably faked all that in the studio using
digital reverb, but still.)

That 4-inch midwoofer on the Ml really has a
way with voices, capturing the romantic tone of
Cole's alto as easily as it conveyed the libidinous
wail of Robert Plant's tenor on Led Zeppelin's "The

Ocean" (from Houses of the Holy), even when I had
the system cranked to 99 dB average SPL at my
listening position. The only voice on which it felt a
tad offwas Donald Fagen's, which sounded slightly
reedier than normal when I listened to Steely Dan's
"Black Cow" (from Ajo). That gave me the idea that
the tweeter level was perhaps a half-decibel high,
but I banished that thought, knowing such a change
might take away some of the system's magic.

Keith Jarrett's The Moth and the Flome, another
fine ECM LP, revealed some of the classic limitations
of a mini sub/sat system. The mid and upper octaves

@ TEST BENCH
Frequency Response

GEOSI-BI!S'ftr nS LFE-heavy
scenes from the latest M:Igave
the PV1D sub a workout.

of the Steinway piano Jarrett was playing sounded
gorgeous, but the lower octaves didn't have the
weight and majesty that I knew was lurking in the
grooves. You'd probably need a larger speaker with
a 5- or 6-inch midwoofer to get that Steinway's
sound right.

Since none of this music really stressed the
PVID, I sat down for a night of action movies.
First up was Mission; Impossible - Ghost Protocol,
streamed with 5.1 sound via Vudu. The same spa-
cious sound quality delivered by the MT-60D system
that worked so well for music also worked wonders
for this movie, especially in the sandstorm scene,
where the sounds of swirling sand in the surrounds
made me feel like I was right in there with Tom
Cruise chasing the bad guy.

That same chestiness I mentioned earlier also
became apparent in Ghost Protocol, making Cruise
and Jeremy Renner's dialogue sound unnaturally
full on occasion, but it was a pretty subtle and fleet-
ing effect that bothered me in only two or three
instances when I was testing the system.

Although the PVID delivered plenty enough
punch for most scenes, I did hear it distort and
compress at times - for example, in Ghost hotocol's
opening, where a bomb goes offin the Kremlin. But
it's really just the toughest bass-heavy scenes, such
as the spaceship flyover that opens Star Wors, Epi-
sode II: Attack of the Clones, that overtax the FrylD.
With typical home theater fare, it sounds robust and
precise. If you want more oomph, you'll have to get
a larger sub. (And, most likely, a larger system.)

BOTTOM IINE
When listening to music through the MT-60D, I mused
that if BGW were to take these same components
and shroud them in black fabric to look like a tower
speaker, they could have audiophiles lining up to buy
them at $5,000 per pair. For music, it's one of the best
small systems I've ever heard. It's also great for mov-
ies, as long as you don't go crazy and try to play ultra-
dynamic action movies in a big room (as I did). EM
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the B&W Ml neazures well whetber it's positioaed horizoutally or vertically.

Unusually, it neasures a little better if you place it horizoatally. Meanrred

sensitivity is a little low at 83.4 dB, so ifyou waot to play it loud, use it with aa
anp that's at least 75 watts p€r channel. The PVID ig a "puach sub," with solid

output of 114.3 dB in tte low bass (40-63 Hz) octave but much weater output of

95.1 dB itt tte ultra-low bass (20-31.5 Hz) - still, uot bad for such a pretty little
subwoofer. Its various BQ modee are pretty zubtle. EQl i8 tte flattest. BQ2 is

useful if you waat a little extra kid, and EQ3/EQ4 could help reduce boom if

the sub is placed in or aear a coraer. - 8.B.
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